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Align two (or more) sequences using BLAST 
NCBI “Align Two Sequences” service has been fully integrated into the NCBI distributed computing system 
(splitd) [1]. Using “Align Two Sequences”, two groups of sequences can be directly compared. Search  
results are identified using the assigned unique request ids (RIDs) and are accessible for up to 36 hours. 
With an NCBI login [2], a search strategy can be saved for future reference. In addition, search results can 
be displayed or downloaded in various formats using the same RID to highlight different features. The dot-
matrix graph presentation is also available if the query and the subject boxes each contains only a single 
input sequence. The new report format [3] provides additional functions, such as displaying the hits graphically in Se-
quence Viewer [4] for interactive examination. 
 

Additional search settings 
In a BLAST search form, the “Blast 2 sequences” checkbox (A) activates the “Align Two Sequences” function and dis-
plays the subject sequence input box (B) while removing the elements pertaining to database selection. The “Align Two 
Sequences” also adds a new set of parameters for fine tuning searches:   
 blastn, megablast or discontiguous megablast algorithms as well as organism-specific repeat filters are available  for 

nucleotide searches (C); 
 the “Automatically adjust parameter for short input sequences” settings (D) under the “Algorithm parameters” section 

is on by default to automatically optimize this type of searches;  
 organism-specific repeat filters are available for masking repeat regions in nucleotide searches (E); 
 different composition-based statistics can be selected (F) to adjust the significance of the protein sequence align-

ment. 
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 More formatting options 
“Align Two Sequences” uses BLAST formatter to display search results. This makes the following possible: 
 displaying the alignment in more formats (A, D), such as “Pairwise with identities”; 
 downloading alignment (B) in XML, plain text, Hit table and comma delimited format  for future reference; 
 adding a CDS translation to the nucleotide alignment (C, E) when an accession/gi with CDS feature is used; 
 getting more information from other high value NCBI databases through Related Information (F) when sequences, pro-
vided as accession or gi, are cited in those databases; 
 sorting matched hits in alternative ways using the Description table header when batch subject sequences are used 
and/or multiple alignment segments are present in the results (not shown); 
 on demand dot-matrix display (G) to provide a summary on overall similarity between the two input sequences; and  
 graphical display for an alignment (H) in the context of Sequence Viewer. 
 
 
 

For P12235 vs P12234 alignment, dot-
matrix display reveals possible internal 
repeats in P12234, represented by lines 
parallel to the main diagonal. 

Click Formatting Options to see the available options.  
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Check CDS Features to see 
the translation of ORFs (See 
alignment display below). 
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